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Abstract — The arrangement of ions and grain boundary structures in ceramics have been made clearer by high resolution electron microscopy and computer simulations. Oxide grain boundaries are more open than metal boundaries. Calculations indicate that there are at least some low energy sites for all solutes. Widespread segregation at boundaries and boundary chemistry different from the bulk is thus expected; it is experimentally found to be the case. Boundaries in ceramic oxides generally have an electrical charge and associated space charge region which also affect boundary chemistry. Many properties of ceramics are affected by boundary chemistry and boundary charge.

The application of chemistry to ceramic materials has mostly been focussed on developing and understanding the composition and structure of each of the phases present and how they developed. This provides the essential basis for ceramic studies of how the arrangement of these phases, the microstructure, develops and how that microstructure affects and controls ceramic properties. It is increasingly being recognized that the boundary region between grains is an essential constituent of the microstructure. The composition and structure—the chemistry, if you like—of the grain boundary region must be a necessary constituent of the further development of high technology ceramics.

In the last few years both experimental techniques and theoretical methods have been developed which make it practical to investigate the chemistry of the boundary regions in a way that has not heretofore been possible. It is my purpose to discuss a few of these recent developments to illustrate how this new field of chemistry is being nucleated and its importance for the continuing development of modern ceramics.

GRAIN BOUNDARY STRUCTURE

Any understanding of grain boundary chemistry must ultimately depend on knowing the arrangement of ions in the boundary and the existence of dislocations and point defects in the boundary structure. In forming an arbitrarily oriented grain boundary between two crystals, one can imagine adjusting the position of the crystals adjoining the boundary, describing the orientation of the boundary plane, allowing translation of the crystals to their minimum relative energy positions and letting the atoms in and near the boundary relax to a minimum total energy. This requires eight macroscopic parameters to define a particular boundary, and it is clear that the specification of boundary structure is a complex problem in the general case. This difficulty is accentuated by the fact that most information about detailed boundary structures has been developed from computer simulation studies applied principally to metals and that most have pertained to special grain boundaries with structures having relatively short wavelength periodicity (1-5).

Our present view and description of boundary structures are largely based on Bollmann's O-lattice theory (6,7). At particular orientations, special low-energy boundaries occur in which there is a significant periodic structure that can be described locally with ordered arrays of compact polyhedra (8-10). These can be classified as having coincident site lattice matching in which the two adjacent crystals have a fraction of their atoms located on the three-dimensional coincident site lattice. Or, they may be described in terms of near coincident site lattice matching, in which a two-dimensional matching is achieved across a boundary plane with the inclusion of a network of grain boundary dislocations (11). Experimental observations with gold and germanium have shown these characteristics (12,13). Recent studies in magnesium oxide (14) and in aluminum oxide (15) make it clear that boundaries of these ionic materials with crystal misorientations near those corresponding to special boundaries of low energy do indeed consist of areas of special boundary, plus arrays of grain boundary dislocations (14,15). Faceted boundaries that are presumed to be
of low energy orientation are observed in a number of oxide ceramics (16). In aluminum oxide, at least, it has been found that the primary plane adopted by special boundaries tends to contain the highest number of coincident lattice sites (15).

During the past several years, computer simulation programs have been developed which allow the modeling of coincident grain boundary structures in oxides using an atomistic simulation technique (17-22). Results of one calculation for the relaxed structure of a 36.9°, -5, (310)/[001] tilt boundary is illustrated in Fig. 1. A significant result is that this configuration is much less dense than that of the corresponding grain boundary in metals (7,23). The structure can be resolved into an array of [100] dislocations. Similar results are found for other tilt boundaries. Boundary energy minima are found at the coincident site lattice orientations, in accord with experimental observations. In contrast, calculations of <001> coincident twist boundaries in MgO and NiO (17) did not lead to stable structures. More recent calculations (21,22) have found that starting with an anti-coincidence configuration with like ions facing each other across the boundary, other ions are quite close to ions of the opposite charge. If the anti-coincidence ions in one plane are removed and the remaining ions relaxed to an equilibrium structure, a stable boundary results. That is, the introduction of Schottky defects into the boundary structure reduces the interfacial energy and leads to boundary stability. Thus, it seems that in both tilt and twist boundaries an open structure is stable.

Utilizing electron diffraction techniques and modeling the structure of a (001) twist boundary as a thin crystal having a width in which there is a uniform interplanar spacing slightly larger than the spacing in the perfect crystal, it is possible to determine these characteristics. For twist boundaries of gold (24) and NiO (25) with the same misorientation angle, 22°, it is found that the measured boundary width in nickel oxide is somewhat less than gold, but that there is a substantially larger increase in the plane spacing in the oxide material as compared with the metal, as illustrated in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ag</th>
<th>NiO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Misorientation angle</td>
<td>22°</td>
<td>22°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boundary width</td>
<td>9±4Å</td>
<td>5±1Å</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Increase in boundary plane spacing</td>
<td>5±3%</td>
<td>15±5%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These experimental results reinforce the theoretical calculations with regard to the more open structure of oxide grain boundaries as compared with metals.

Detailed calculations of structure and experimental diffraction studies are presently limited to the more simple structures of coincidence boundaries. However, random boundaries can be described in terms of combination of special boundary structures (8-10,11), and the
open structure of the special coincident site lattice boundaries in oxides suggest there may not be so much difference as one might expect. Recent experimental measurements of the relative segregation of calcium and silicon on special and nonspecial boundaries in MgO (26) are shown in Table 2. While there is significantly more segregation at the nonspecial boundary, it is only a factor of two. Thus, for our first order evaluations we should probably focus on the similarity of boundaries in ceramic oxides.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boundary</th>
<th>Ca (wt%)</th>
<th>Si (wt%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>36.9° (1° 5)</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28.5° (1° 17)</td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24.2° -</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GRAIN BOUNDARY CHEMISTRY**

Solutes that lower the interface energy relative to the bulk phase decrease the free energy of the system by being concentrated at the interface. For dilute solution one anticipates and finds an adsorption confined to one or a few monolayers. The tendency for segregation to occur in a narrow region is illustrated in Fig. 2 where Auger electron spectroscopy results for calcium, silicon and surface carbon adsorption at MgO boundaries (27) are plotted together with data for a number of metals (28). The result is precisely what one would expect from the statistics of sputtering if all the solute atoms are situated at the grain boundary plane, although some caveats are required with regard to sputtering yields.

\[
C_B = \frac{C_m \exp \left(-\frac{\Delta G_{f}}{kT}\right)}{1 + C_m \exp \left(-\frac{\Delta G_{f}}{kT}\right)}
\]

where \(C_B\) is the fraction occupation of grain boundary sites and \(C_m\) is the bulk concentration and \(\Delta G_{f}\) is the free energy of interaction between the solute ion and the boundary. More complicated monolayer and multilayer expressions reduce to this form in the case of dilute solutions. Experimental results for calcium oxide in alumina (30) and of alumina in silicon carbide (31) are of this form, as illustrated in Fig. 3.
Segregation at boundaries in oxide and carbide materials is extensive. As illustrated in Fig. 4, a sample of magnesium oxide with impurities of aluminum, silicon, calcium and titanium has grain boundaries in which each of these solutes is present in significant amounts. Similarly, in aluminum oxide extensive boundary segregation occurs, as illustrated in Fig. 5. In addition to these and other data for aluminum oxide and magnesium oxide, CaO is found to concentrate at boundaries in magnesium zinc ferrite, as do SiO₂ and TiO₂ (34, 35). Calcium has been found segregated at boundaries in sodium 8-alumina (36). Lithium oxide has been found segregated at grain boundaries of zinc oxide (37) and nickel oxide (38). Potassium and calcium have been found segregated at the surface of TiO₂ (39) and bismuth is known to segregate at boundaries in zinc oxide (40). Iron segregates at boundaries in barium titanate (41). It seems likely that a large part of the segregation of iron, chromium and scandium adjacent to grain boundaries in MgO (42,43) and of titania in aluminum oxide (33) is related to the boundary space charge discussed in the next section.

In ionic materials, solutes segregate to grain boundaries to relieve solute strain energy which is lower at the grain boundary than in the bulk. This is most important for solutes having an ionic radius significantly different from the lattice ions. In addition to the size effect, however, there is a spread in the Madelung potentials of the sites near the grain boundaries in ionic crystals such that some sites are favorable for any aliovalent impurity ion. Using the relaxed structures of coincidence symmetry boundaries in nickel oxide, Duffy and Tasker (44) have calculated the difference in energy of introducing a solute ion into the bulk and into the grain boundary structure. The most favorable sites were selected by inspection and the lowest substitutional energies for each impurity determined. The calculated interaction energies varied appreciably for different boundaries, as illustrated in Table 3. However, for every solute and boundary at least some sites were found which are favorable for any solute ion of different atomic radius or charge from the host.

TABLE 3. The interaction energies of impurities at coincident tilt boundaries in NiO. The interaction energy is defined as the difference between the substitutional energies at the boundary and at the bulk. (Duffy and Tasker (44)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boundary</th>
<th>Co⁺ Ni₂⁺</th>
<th>Al⁺ Ni₂⁺</th>
<th>Ce⁺ Ni⁺⁺</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(310)/[001]</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>-1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(120)/[001]</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
<td>-1.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(221)/[001]</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(122)/[001]</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.53</td>
<td>-0.74</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the (211)/[011] tilt boundary in NiO, the interaction energies of a series of ions of...
different ionic radius have been calculated and are shown in Table 4. The interaction energy increases with the increasing radius and this is the predominant factor determining the interaction energy, as illustrated for the case of Ce4+. For a bulk concentration of $10^{-4}$ and a temperature of 1000 K, the relative boundary concentrations are calculated from Eq. 1, ignoring entropy terms. For ions with a substantially different ionic radius from the host lattice, it is seen that the low energy boundary sites are saturated.

**TABLE 4.** Interaction energies ($U_i$) of isovalent impurities at the (211)/[011] tilt boundary in NiO, with the corresponding boundary impurity concentrations for $C_m = 10^{-4}$ and $T = 1000$ K. (Duffy and Tasker (44)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Impurity Ion</th>
<th>Ionic Radius (Å)</th>
<th>Interaction Energy (eV)</th>
<th>$C_B$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mg2+</td>
<td>0.722</td>
<td>-0.100</td>
<td>3.2 x 10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co2+</td>
<td>0.745</td>
<td>-0.118</td>
<td>3.94 x 10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe2+</td>
<td>0.771</td>
<td>-0.247</td>
<td>1.76 x 10^{-3}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ce4+</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
<td>1.2 x 10^{-2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mn2+</td>
<td>0.836</td>
<td>-0.488</td>
<td>2.83 x 10^{-2}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ca2+</td>
<td>1.021</td>
<td>-1.185</td>
<td>0.990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sr2+</td>
<td>1.196</td>
<td>-2.148</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ba2+</td>
<td>1.377</td>
<td>-3.376</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The substitutional energy of a solute ion with a radius different from the host ion radius, that is the strain energy for the ion introduced in a lattice, $U_o$, is usually taken as proportional to the square of the difference between radii after Eshelby (45):

$$U_o = \frac{6 \pi R^3 (\Delta r)^2 B}{[1 + 3 B/4 \mu]}$$

where $\Delta r$ is the size misfit of the solute, $B$ is the bulk modulus of the solute and $\mu$ the shear modulus of the matrix. The calculations of Duffy and Tasker gave something more like a linear relationship than $(\Delta r)^2$ and suggested that the alternative approach of considering the interaction between the dilation or volume change introduced by the solute with the hydrostatic stress field of the boundary might be appropriate. Following derivations of Cottrell (46) and Webb (47) for interactions with dislocations and low-angle tilt boundaries, segregation should have a linear variation with misfit radius for small values. Actually, the interaction energies calculated by Duffy and Tasker seem intermediate between these relationships, but are in good agreement with a first power relationship for small values of misfit.

Li and Kingery have studied the relative segregation of several solutes on clean precipitation-free boundaries, finding that the boundary segregation depended in large part on the ionic radius misfit, as illustrated in Fig. 6. When plotted as estimated concentrations, their data are intermediate between a first power and second power relationship.

![Fig. 6. Plot of logarithm of ($I_{\text{solute}}/I_{\text{Al}}$)gb/($I_{\text{solute}}/I_{\text{Al}}$)a vs ($r_r-r_s/r_s$)² for divalent and trivalent solutes in Al2O3.](image-url)
Another feature of grain boundary chemistry which has not been much investigated is the likelihood of interband energy states and unusual oxidation states such as are found at surfaces. Surface photovoltage spectroscopy has shown the existence of interband surface states in cadmium sulfide (48) and zinc oxide (49,50). Surface states equivalent to Ti$^{3+}$ and excess electrons in TiO$_2$ (51,52) and surface structures equivalent to Al$_2$O or AlO at the surface of Al$_2$O$_3$ (53) have been described along with interband energy levels in TiO$_2$ and TiO$_2$-hydroxyl services (54). Recent deep-layer capacitance studies of ZnO containing Bi$_2$O$_3$ and CoO in solution show definite energy levels in the band gap that may be associated with zinc vacancies (55). There seems no reason not to expect the existence of "surface states" at the grain boundaries of ceramic oxides which will have an influence on their stability and characteristics.

Data and analyses for multiple solutes, which are usually the case for ceramics, have not been much evaluated. If we have two solutes whose only driving force for segregation is the strain energy from Eq. 1 we can write

$$\frac{C_{B2}}{C_{B1}} = \frac{C_{w2}}{C_{w1}} \exp \left[\frac{-\Delta G_{T2} - \Delta G_{T1}}{kT}\right]$$

(3)

which indicates that the relative boundary concentrations of two solutes may be very different indeed from the concentrations in the bulk.

**ASSOCIATED SPACE CHARGE REGION**

In a sufficiently pure material, an intrinsic electric boundary charge arises from localized surface states for charged ions and for electrons having energies different from the bulk, as well as charged vacancies which have energies different from the bulk. However, resulting boundary compositions, stoichiometry, and electric charge are a strong function of the chemical composition, boundary orientation, heat treatment, and it is doubted that intrinsic defects have been observed at grain boundaries in ceramic materials. A general random grain boundary contains many steps and kinks which can act as sources and sinks for vacancies and be represented as equivalent to two free surfaces back-to-back (56). If it is assumed that such grain boundaries act as infinite sources and sinks for vacancies with an innate free energy of formation independent of the type of boundary, then the requirement for charge neutrality in the bulk gives rise to a boundary charge and an associated space charge region. Alloivalent ions in solution affect the vacancy concentrations in the bulk and thus the electric charge on the boundary (56-60). However, the assumption that the energy required to form vacancies is independent of the nature of the boundary or its chemical composition is surely too simple.

Duffy and Tasker (61) have used computer simulation techniques to calculate the formation energies of intrinsic defects near coincidence grain boundaries in nickel oxide. While coincidence boundaries do not have kinks and steps, they do have low energy defect sites associated with the boundary structure such that the concentration of defects can be enhanced at the boundary; this results in a net charge density with which a space charge layer will be associated. Several possible defect sites at a given boundary were selected by inspection and the energy calculated relative to the bulk crystal. For each defect studied, at least some lower energy sites at the boundary than in the bulk were determined. The lowest interaction energies, i.e., boundary energy less the bulk energy, were determined for cation vacancies, anion vacancies and holes (associated with a nickel ion), as shown in Table 5. In each case, the interaction energy corresponds to a substantial enhancement of cation vacancies and holes at the boundary. In every case, the cation vacancy interaction energy is greater than that for the hole so it is calculated that a negative boundary with excess concentration of cation vacancies results.

**TABLE 5. Interaction energies of intrinsic defects at coincident tilt boundaries in NiO. The lowest energy sites were chosen for each defect (61).**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cation Vacancy</th>
<th>Anion Vacancy</th>
<th>Hole (Ni$^{3+}$ Ion)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-0.36</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1.61</td>
<td>-1.25</td>
<td>-0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.95</td>
<td>-0.98</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1.54</td>
<td>-1.56</td>
<td>-0.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The overall electrical charge at the boundary will result from multiple effects related to the interaction energy of defects between the bulk and boundary, the influence of added solutes on bulk and boundary defect concentration, and elastic field interactions leading to boundary segregation of charged ions. The combined interactions have been discussed by Yan, Cannon and Bowen (62) and by Duffy and Tasker (61).

The boundary charge is accompanied by an associated space charge layer for which theory has been independently developed as the Guoy-Chapman diffuse double layer for ionic solutions (63-64), for semiconductors (65), and for ionic crystals (57-60) with equivalent results. If thermal equilibrium is achieved and the potential at the surface is given as $\psi_0$, the interaction between charges in the system is determined by Poisson's equation and the distribution of charged ions in the solution is determined by a Boltzmann expression such that for a planar boundary with particles of charge $(ze)$ and a characteristic Debye length ($\lambda_D = (c\kappa T/8\pi(ze)^2n_0)$) where $\kappa$ is the dielectric constant and $n$ is the number of charged particles per cm$^3$ far from the surface, the electrical potential distribution in the space charge layer is given by

$$
\frac{Z}{kT} = 2 \ln \frac{1+e^{-x/\lambda_D}}{1-e^{-x/\lambda_D}} \left[ \frac{e^{ze\psi_0/2kT-1}}{(e^{ze\psi_0/2kT+1})} \right]
$$

This result corresponds to an exponential decrease in the potential over a characteristic length proportional to the inverse square root of the concentration of the principal charge-carrying species far from the boundary. These equations do not consider the finite dimensions of the mobile charges. While this is not much of a problem for very dilute solutions, it causes essential difficulties for the more concentrated solutions typical of ceramic materials where calculated charge concentrations near the interface become physically untenable. Stern (66) divided the charge layer into two parts, one thought of as ions absorbed to the wall corresponding to a surface charge concentration in a plane at a small distance $\delta$ from the surface charge on the wall, where $\delta$ is assumed to be of atomic dimensions and the fraction of the charge concentrated in the Stern layer depends on temperature in a way analogous to the Langmuir absorption isotherm. The Stern representation is obviously still a very simplified picture.

The ionic radius of scandium is very close to that of magnesium, such that the strain energy term leading to segregation is small. For a sample containing some silicon and calcium which are segregated in the plane of the grain boundary, sputter profiles determined by Auger spectroscopy give a quite different result for the $\text{Sc}^{+3}$ corresponding to its location in the space charge region, providing charge composition for the boundary layer (Fig. 7).

In this sample, which contained 3,000 cation ppm scandium, the approach of space charge ions to the boundary is apparently more constrained than predicted by either continuum theory. It was considered appropriate to evaluate a multiple layer adsorption approach in which the free energy of adsorption was considered to vary with the electrostatic potential. The electrostatic potential at each absorbed layer beyond the first decreases as a function of the $\text{Sc}^{+3}$ concentration in previous layers, since they partially compensate the boundary charge. This situation may perhaps be likened to potential-dependent adsorption of ions at...
an electrode in an electrolytic solution. The result is shown in Fig. 8, and apparently provides a better approximation of the observed segregation behavior, even though it still represents a greatly oversimplified picture.

Fig. 8. Experimentally observed Sc segregation profile, Sc segregation profiles calculated from the Gouy-Chapman and Stern solutions for the space charge potential, and multiple-layer adsorption approximation, as described in the text.

Fig. 9. Segregation of Cr$^{3+}$, Sc$^{3+}$ and Fe$^{3+}$ to an MgO boundary.

The segregation to grain boundaries in MgO of Fe$^{3+}$ and Cr$^{3+}$ is similar to that for scandium and presumably also results from accumulation in the space charge region (Fig. 9). Li and Kingery found a larger concentration of Ti$^{4+}$ at grain boundaries in Al$_2$O$_3$ than could be accounted for on the basis of strain energy and concluded that this was related to space charge accumulation.

The influence of concentration on segregation at boundaries and the space charge region has been evaluated for scandium, iron and chromium in MgO (67), as shown in Fig. 10. Up to concentrations of 1,000 ppm there is a linear relationship for the scandium and iron, but chromium shows a decrease which is believed to result from the association of chromium ions with negatively charged cation vacancies. The general effect of defect association and resulting dipole contributions to solute segregation are discussed by Yam, Cannon and Bowen (62).

**BOUNDARY PHASES**

As has been illustrated in Fig. 3, the degree of segregation increases as the temperature is lowered, which requires relatively fast cooling to freeze in an equilibrium situation at high temperature. As shown in Fig. 11, samples slow cooled from 1500°C show an increase in iron segregation at a boundary in MgO as compared with samples air quenched.

More important effects occurring during heat treatment are related to the limited solubility at lower temperatures such that precipitates form. These usually first appear at the grain boundaries since the accommodation of strain energy reduces the nucleation barrier. Magnesium ferrite equilibrium phase separation can be observed in MgO at temperatures as low as 770°C (68), and phase separation in the NiO-CoO system has been observed at 650°C (69). The solubilities of SiO$_2$ and ZrO$_2$ in MgO are small, less than 0.00008 mole fraction for ZrO$_2$ at 1850°C (70). The solubility of Al$_2$O$_3$ is only 0.0004 mole fraction at 1200°C in MgO. A whole range of different morphologies of precipitates occur, often as fine particle size constituents that require electron microscopy for their observation.
The distribution of the boundary phases tends to be highly nonuniform and has led to a certain amount of confusion. In zinc oxide, for example (55), at temperatures above the eutectic temperature there is a continuous liquid phase which wets all of the boundaries and is responsible for the densification process in commercial materials. If a sample is rapidly quenched from this temperature region, that feature of the microstructure can be readily observed. However, if a sample is slowly cooled, there is a decrease in the amount of liquid phase present and also a change in the dihedral angle for typical boundaries, as illustrated in Fig. 12. This change in dihedral angle corresponds to an important change in the second phase distribution. Instead of covering the faces, the second phase retracts to the joins between three grains and, with further equilibration, becomes droplets at four grain intersections. As a result, boundary characteristics depend very strongly on the heat treatment, annealing schedule and rate of cooling. Even with very slow cooling, some boundary orientations with low energy configurations persist with a liquid phase present after slow cooling. These low energy boundary phase configurations frequently have ledged interfaces, sometimes with precipitate particles present as well as an amorphous phase; such structures have been observed for a variety of compositions.

APPLICATIONS IN CERAMICS

In the last ten years, as the tools for observing the characteristics of grain boundaries in polycrystalline ceramic materials have developed along with the capability for chemical analysis and microstructure determination, the recognition of their importance for ceramic properties has grown. Silicon carbide is a semiconductor material; with additions of beryllia, which segregate to the boundaries, it can be used as a high thermal conductivity material of good electrical resistivity. Usual silicon carbide powders cannot be sintered at high temperatures, but the addition of a bit of carbon together with a small amount of boron and aluminum affects the surface and grain boundary properties in such a way that dense ceramics can be manufactured from what previously was considered an "unsinterable" material. The resultant high temperature properties of silicon carbide depend strongly on the grain boundary segregation of aluminum, which gives rise to easier deformation in high temperature creep, but also provides some toughening as a result of its association with grain boundaries. Grain boundary electrical properties are essential to ceramics used for varistor materials such as zinc oxide with added bismuth and cobalt; to positive temperature coefficient resistive materials such as many barium titanate formulations, to control of the magnetic properties of ferrite materials, and to the development of boundary layer high dielectric constant capacitors in which the grain boundaries act as an insulating layer.
between semiconducting grains.

Fig. 12. Average dihedral angle (top) and the amount of grain boundary wetting (bottom) as a function of the sample heat treatment (55).

The applications of grain boundary chemistry in ceramics seems an area sure to be of increasing importance in coming years.
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